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Abstract: What
is a warehouse
execution system
It is an integrated combination
of both a warehouse
management system and a
warehouse control system.
Managing movement and flow through your warehouse
while also controlling the automation and the different
components that move the inventory from one place
to another. A warehouse execution system (WES) isn’t
anything new. It emerged as a means for automated
distribution centers to fulfill a high-velocity order mix
while hitting tight delivery requirements. The first
generation of WESs brought a new level of orchestration
to automated warehouses. Vendors began developing
the first WES version about five to six years ago.
Distribution centers began automating their operations
and started identifying gaps in their current warehouse
management systems—hence, the development of a
software that would make the order fulfillment process
seamless. A core WES function that helps address the
gaps is known as “waveless” order releasing, in which
orders are dropped to the floor on a continuous basis,
letting the WES dynamically orchestrate machine, labor,
and inventory resources against order requirements. A
WES solution differentiates itself from a WMS solution
by eliminating the need to process orders in chunks or in
“waves”. WES solutions are becoming more important to
automated warehouses that need to manage machines,
people, and inventory resources against a high-velocity
stream of orders and tight delivery commitments.
A WES can be more than a one-function solution of
orchestrating zones “inside the four walls” and instead
can operate as a complex hybrid that paces work to
logistics events.
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In this paper, we will look at what is driving organizations
into DC/FC automation; the key differences between a
WES, WMS, and WCS; WES implementation leading
practices; WES technology vendor ecosystem; and
recommendations on how your organization can implement
and utilize a WES to further enhance your operations
capabilities to automate and meet ever-demanding
customer expectations

Drivers for DC/FC automation

Market trends continue to change every year. In the last
decade, the main shift has been towards e-commerce and
fulfillment. Drivers for this shift include:
—— Dramatic increases in the volume and velocity of orders
are forcing companies with automated warehouses to
rethink their fulfillment strategies.

—— High-volume and high-velocity order fulfillment
necessitates new mechanisms and technologies
to efficiently and intelligently execute warehouse
work assignments.
Industries are being impacted differently with the shift
towards DC automation. Primarily industries in retail where
omnichannel supply chains are being developed to meet
the consumer’s desire for seamless experience regardless
of how or where a purchase gets made. Grocery chains
are shifting towards delivery and pick-up, requiring the
need to automate their software and distribution centers
to meet demand. There are outlying drivers such as the
impact of COVID-19, which has forced consumers to shop
online, further driving the need for organizations to develop
software capabilities to meet online shipping demand.

—— Warehouse leaders are being forced to invest in new
processes and technologies for managing orders to
address their needs for fast-paced and agile fulfillment.
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WMS versus WCS versus WES

Let’s start by defining the key differences between a
warehouse management system, warehouse control
system, and a warehouse execution system.
—— A WMS is a transactional software application that
tracks analyzed and coordinated inventory, orders,
and customers, combing their data inputs to direct
fulfillment. With this software, you are able to manage
conventional capabilities, from receiving to grouping
orders in waves for picking.
—— A WCS is an operational software application that
connects automated systems such as conveyers,
sorters, etc. In essence, a WCS triggers its operation to
support material flow.
—— A WES is a performance optimization software
application that sits below a WMS and encompasses
a WCS. It leverages real-time inputs from all
automation as well as data from inventory, order, labor,
and transportation.
With a WES, an operation can be optimized and
dynamically managed. A WES provides capabilities that
address order fulfillment challenges that arise from today’s
market trends such as built-in order planning, receiving, and
tracking, and labor breakdown, to name a few examples.
A WES offers the flexibility to enable accurate order
fulfillment processes in order to meet customer demands
for on-time, quality, and lower-cost products.
In the future, the WMS will remain and will be the facility’s
system of record for inventory. Layering on a WES will
automate the organization, sequencing and synchronizing
of all warehouse resources. Instead of queuing orders on
miles of conveyor within a DC/FC, the WES will queue the
orders within the system and release them to available
resources. In essence, a WES will make your WMS
more agile.

WES implementation leading practices

Software implementation is no easy feat. It can cost a
lot of money if not executed properly. It is important to
start with the basics, understanding what your economic,
technical, and organizational needs are in order to
successfully implement a new software solution. Selection
of a WES is the first step. Evaluate your current systems

and processes to ensure you will benefit from a WES
implementation. Draft a plan and timeline. Consider the
ROI from labor and economic savings achieved through
a WES. Once you have an expected timeline and have
chosen a WES vendor that is right for you, evaluate the
need for a consulting firm to provide guidance through the
implementation. After you have identified the provider, you
are ready to start the implementation process. Be honest
with your organization’s maturity and ability to successfully
implement a new change. It may seem daunting, but the
rewards and capabilities you receive from a successful
WES implementation will offer a good ROI as soon as one
year postdeployment.

WES technology vendor ecosystem

WES solutions are newer technology platforms that have
recently gained traction in the industry as operations
around the world start shifting to meet faster lead times.
That doesn’t mean that the leaders in WESs have not been
working on a software solution for years. Vendor offerings
can be broken into three different sections:
Pure WMS
Vendors that provide WMS solutions exclusively
Stand-alone
Vendors that provide WES solutions exclusively
Hybrid
Vendors that provide WES solutions on top of
WMS and WCS applications
In the short-term companies considering a WES will need
a WMS as well; stand-alone WESs have not yet evolved to
the point where they have end-to-end functional parity with
WMSs. A small number of leading WMS hybrid providers
are embedding WES functionality within their WMSs. They
offer the best of both worlds, including the customization
and efficiency increase of a WES while pairing the WMS
capabilities such as inventory and labor management,
receiving and put-away, and more generalized picking tasks
such as pallet moves and replenishments.
Stand-alone WESs will likely not last, and the convergence
of both WMS and WES solutions will materialize, one
based on WMS vendors pushing down to the control layer
and other based on WCS vendors moving up and adding
more business logic.
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Recommendations

So is a WES right for your organization?
The first thing your organization needs to do is
identify if you need a WES. Look through the list
below and start thinking if your organization fits
one of these scenarios:
—— Existing automated facilities undergoing upgrades
with higher order fulfillment volumes and velocity
that have a weak WMS and should evaluate a WES
to address gaps
—— New highly automated facilities conducting
warehouse and picking process design that will
define picking strategies to meet high customer
demands, highlighting the functional needs
that will be used to compare WMS and WES
vendor offerings
—— Facilities that are transitioning into an automated
e-commerce/fulfillment operation looking for a WES
solution to develop an omnichannel solution for
increased online customer demand.
The three scenarios listed can be a starting point
to evaluate the need for a WES software solution.
Organizations like grocery chains and hardware supply
companies are good examples of industries that have
seen a rise in e-commerce/fulfillment and have begun
developing automation centers that will require a WES
to execute to their full capabilities.
Once you have identified your organization as one that
will benefit from a WES, we recommend taking these
next steps:
—— Select a vendor that aligns with your needs in order
to meet future customer demands
—— Identify what services each vendor provides and
choose the right provider for you
—— Once you have chosen a vendor, develop a timeline
and expectations for implementation
—— Select a consulting firm to collaborate with through
selection and implementation of a WES.
KPMG has years of experience helping clients
through software implementations—from the
selection process all the way to deployment.
Be honest with your organization’s maturity and
ability to successfully implement a new change.
It may seem daunting but the rewards and
capabilities you receive from a successful WES
implementation should offer a good ROI as soon as
one year postdeployment.
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Contact us
For further information, please visit us
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Supply Chain & Operations
T: 404-222-3000
E: mksingh@kpmg.com
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